Abstract In Computed Tomography (CT), image degradation such as noise and detail blurring is one of the universal problems due to hardware restrictions. The problem of noise in CT images can be solved by image denoising. The main aim of image denoising is to reduce the noise as well as preserve the important features such as edges, corners, textures and sharp structures. Due to the large capability of noise suppression in noisy signals according to neighborhood pixels or coefficients, this paper presents a new technique to denoise CT images with edge preservation in tetrolet domain (Haar-type wavelet transform) where a locally adaptive shrinkage rule is performed on high frequency tetrolet coefficients in such a way that noise can be reduced more effectively. The experimental results of the proposed scheme are excellent in terms of noise suppression and structure preservation. The proposed scheme is compared with some standard existing methods where it is observed that performance of the proposed scheme is superior to the existing methods in terms of visual quality, MSE, PSNR and Image Quality Index (IQI). 
Introduction
CT examination is widely used in medical science for detection of diseases such as lung cancer. Higher radiation dose used for clinical CT scanning may increase the risk of cancer in the patients (Zhoubo et al., 2014) . However, it is mentioned in the guidelines of CT scanning that the use of radiation should be as low as reasonably required. But many times, we have to compromise with these guidelines to achieve good quality CT images. On the other-side, low-dose CT imaging may produce a noisy image which degrade the diagnostic performance. Thus, there is a need to develop the techniques which can control the noise in low dose CT scan images.
Various techniques have been investigated for controlling noise in CT scan imaging. Broadly, these techniques can be categorized in three major parts : projection based denoising, iterative reconstruction (IR) based denoising and post processing based image denoising.
Projection based techniques such as projection space denoising with bilateral filtering and CT noise modeling for dose reduction in CT imaging (Manduca et al., 2009 ) work on raw data or sinogram, where noise filtering is applied on raw data or sinogram and reconstructed image comes in the form of denoised image. Many iterative reconstruction approaches for noise suppression in CT have also been investigated, for example, ordered subset reconstruction for X-ray CT scan (Beekman and Kamphuis, 2001 ) that optimizes statistical objective functions. Iterative reconstruction techniques have an advantage of using noise statistics directly in the projections during the reconstruction process, the disadvantage, however, is the high computational cost. Post processing based methods can denoise directly to the reconstructed CT images by applying linear or nonlinear filters (Motwani et al., 2004) . Several linear or nonlinear filtering methods for noise reduction in the projection data have been proposed. Linear filters such as Wiener filter (Li and Zhang, 2010; Naimi et al., 2015) in the wavelet domain gives optimal results when the signal distortion is estimated by Gaussian approximation and the accuracy is measured by calculating Mean Square Error (MSE). Most of the techniques like bilateral filtering (Durand and Dorsey, 2002; Manduca et al., 2009) , total variation denoising (Chambolle, 2004; Goldstein and Osher, 2009) , nonlocal means (NLM) denoising (Buades et al., 2005) , local linear SURE based edge-preserving image filtering (LLSURE) (Qiu et al., 2013) and K-singular value decomposition (K-SVD) algorithm (Aharon et al., 2006) take an advantage of statistical properties of objects in image space and preserve clinical structures such as sharp edges, similarities between neighboring pixels, etc. In transform-domain denoising techniques, the input data are decomposed into its scale-space representation (Mallat, 1989) . Various thresholding techniques for noise reduction have been introduced with wavelet such as efficient image denoising method based on a new adaptive wavelet packet thresholding function (Fathi and NaghshNilchi, 1989) , ideal spatial adaptation via wavelet shrinkage (Chang et al., 2000) , SURE-LET approach for image denoising (Thierry and Florian, 2007) , etc. For CT image denoising, selection of a threshold value is a cumbersome task for edge preservation and noise suppression. By selecting a small threshold value, the resultant image may left noisy while large threshold value may produce blurring on the edges of resultant image. To deal with this situation, an appropriate algorithm is to be selected to estimate a threshold value. Three major algorithms to estimate threshold value are VISUShrink, SUREShrink and BayesShrink. VISUShrink (Donoho and Johnstone, 1994 ) is non-adaptive universal threshold, which depends only on the number of samples and known for finding smoothed images. Its threshold choice can be large due to its dependence on the number of pixels in the images. From literature, it can be observed that threshold estimation of VISUShrink tends to over-smooth the signal while SUREShrink (Donoho, 2010) uses a hybrid of the universal and the SURE [Stein's Unbiased Risk Estimator] thresholds, and performs better than VISUShrink. BayesShrink (Abramovitch et al., 1998) minimizes the Bayes' risk estimator function assuming generalized Gaussian approximation and thus finds adaptive threshold value. In most of the cases, BayesShrink provides better outcomes in comparison to both VISUShrink and SUREShrink. Thresholding is one of the strategies to clean the pixels or images. In wavelet based thresholding, small wavelet coefficients in high frequency bands are removed and large wavelet coefficients are preserved. Hard and soft thresholding are very popular methods for thresholding. In hard thresholding (Donoho, 2010) , each coefficient value is compared with estimated threshold value and values less than threshold are replaced by zero. In soft thresholding (Prakash and Khare, 2014) , the replacement process is same as in hard thresholding, additionally rest of coefficients are modified by subtracting threshold value from those coefficients. Comparing the two, Soft thresholding gives better performance for visual appearance of images. Due to hard thresholding, image artifacts may be generated near the edges on denoised CT images. Soft thresholding has a limitation with large coefficient values which may not be good for more sophisticated CT images. Other thresholding schemes have also been proposed, which take the advantages of both soft and hard thresholding. Some well-known shrinkage rules are hyperbola function (Vidakovic, 1998) , firm thresholding (Gao and Bruce, 1997) , garrote thresholding (Gao, 1998) and SCAD thresholding (Antoniadis and Fan, 2001) .
Recently, some researchers extended the idea of shrinkage with geometric wavelets methods (Krommweh, 2010) such as ridgelet, curvelets, contourlets, directionlet and tetrolet. CT image denoising is a challenging task because of finding correct noise variation, relationship between coefficients and achieving an optimal tradeoff between denoising and blurring or artifacts. To overcome these challenges, we propose a method for CT image denoising based on the variation of neighborhood pixels or coefficients.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief introduction of tetrolet transform is described. In Section 3, we describe the proposed methodology for CT image denoising where a locally adaptive shrinkage rule is performed in tetrolet transform. In Section 4, we describe the experimental results and compare with some existing denoising methods. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Tetrolet transform
The idea of tetrolet transform comes from a famous computer game 'Tetris', where five geometric patterns (as shown in Fig. 1 (a)) are used with rotation and reflection properties (Krommweh, 2010) . These geometric patterns are known as tetrominoes. Tetrolet transform is a powerful tool for signal and image processing tasks because of local enhancement through tetrominoes, multi-resolution analysis, sub-banding and localization in both frequency and time domain. All the tetrominoes are connected with a four equal sized squares. In tetrolet transform, an image X½i; j N i;j¼1 with N ¼ 2 P ; P 2 N is divided into 4 Â 4 blocks. Each block is covered with any four free tetrominoes, which is responsible for enhancing the local structure using properties of rotations and reflections. These four tetrominoes (I o ; I 1 ; I 2 ; I 3 ) are mapped in a unique order (0, 1, 2, 3) by applying bijective mapping (L) with their corresponding order. For each tetromino subset (I v ), the discrete basis functions (Krommweh, 2010) are defined as follows: 
There are 117 kinds of tilings for covering of a 4 Â 4 block with any four tetrominoes . Fig. 1(b) represents one of the covering from 117 kinds of tilings and Fig. 1 (c) represents its local structure.
Proposed methodology
Generally, the distribution of noise in CT images follows the Poisson distribution due to statistical fluctuations on X-ray projected data ). However, different reconstruction algorithms can change the distribution of noise model. Thus by Central Limit Theorem (CLT), the noise can be best modeled by Gaussian distribution (Rabbani, 2009; Ali and Sukanesh, 2011; Zhu et al., 2012) . The CLT in CT images can be obtained by adding values from many different projections into each voxel of CT images (Hashemi et al., 2015; Borsdorf et al., 2008; Naimi et al., 2015) . With the assumption that the CT images are corrupted by Gaussian noise with zero mean and different variances, the scheme is proposed using locally adaptive shrinkage rule in tetrolet domain.
Let, the noisy image Xði; jÞ be expressed as:
Xði; jÞ ¼ Yði; jÞ þ gði; jÞ ð 1Þ
where, g is an additive noise, Y is noiseless image. The block diagram of the proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 2 . For denoising of noisy CT scanned images, tetrolet transform plays a major role to enhance the local information of an image because of multi-scale geometric property. In our proposed scheme, tetrolet transform is used to decompose input noisy CT image into low (LL) and high (LH, HL, HH) frequency subbands. Generally, physicians prefer original noisy images more willingly in comparison to smooth images for more sophisticated CT images. Therefore, low frequency tetrolet subbands are not processed. The perfect optimization for estimating a threshold value is an almost impossible task for image denoising. Thus as an alternative, an iterative method (Gupta et al., 2014 ) is used to get an CT image denoising using locally adaptive shrinkage rule in tetrolet domain Figure 5 Results of LLSURE. Figure 6 Results of Bilateral filtering. Figure 7 Results of total variation denoising. optimum thresholded value for each coefficient. To accomplish this, we made several high-frequency tetrolet subbands by shifting the coefficient position in the direction of x-and/or y-axis circularly which are known as shifted copies of respective high-frequency tetrolet subbands. These shifted high frequency subbands are thresholded separately by applying locally adaptive shrinkage rule using estimated threshold value and averaged to get final denoised coefficients.
In our proposed scheme, BayesShrink method is used to estimate the threshold value. BayesShrink is a mathematical framework where it is assumed that each high frequency subbands of tetrolet coefficients are generalized by Gaussian distribution to estimate the threshold value that minimizes the Bayesian risk. To denoise high frequency subbands, a threshold value is estimated and thresholding is performed. The threshold value can be estimated as,
where the noise variance ðr 2 g Þ can be estimated using robust median estimator method (Borsdorf et al., 2008) 
and variance r 2 W of noiseless image can be extracted as,
where r 2 X ¼ 1 w P w i¼1 X 2 i and w represents the number of pixels in a selected block.
In our proposed scheme, a thresholding shrinkage rule (Gao and Bruce, 1997 ) is used to denoise high frequency tetrolet subbands which helps to avoid the limitations of both hard and soft thresholding. This function also helps to minimize the overall mean-squared error. The thresholding function can be expressed as: CT image denoising using locally adaptive shrinkage rule in tetrolet domain 5
After thresholding process, all shifted copies of high frequency tetrolet subbands are restored by shifting coefficients into their original position and patch wise variance based weighted average is performed to get final thresholded high frequency tetrolet subbands. Finally, inverse tetrolet decomposition is performed to obtain final denoised CT image.
Our proposed method consist the following steps:
Step 1: Apply tetrolet decomposition on noisy input CT image to obtain low and high frequency subbands as below: For each level, low frequency subbands are decomposed. Decomposed subbands are known as child node for respective parent node. Calculate the entropy as a cost function (Fathi and NaghshNilchi, 1989 ) of each child nodes as well as parent nodes. In top down approach manner, check the cost value. If the cost of parent node is greater than total cost of child nodes; Continue further decomposition. Otherwise; Stop decomposition and eliminate children nodes.
Step 2: Prepare k number of shifted copies of high frequency tetrolet subbands by shifting the coefficient positions in the direction of the x-and/or y-axis circularly.
X 0 ði; jÞ s c ¼ circular shiftfXði; jÞ s ; ½i shift ; j shift g ð6Þ
where c ¼ 1 . . . k, the value of k depends on the length of respective high frequency tetrolet subband.
Step 3: For each decomposition level ðLÞ: (a) Calculate local noise variance using Eq. (3) Figure 12 Difference between original and noisy image. 
Step 5: To get final denoised high frequency tetrolet subbands, perform patch wise variance based weighted average on multiple high frequency tetrolet modified subbands, as given below :
where a s c ¼ , var À1 ðÁÞ represents inverse of the variance,Xði; jÞ s is the final thresholded value for the coefficient at position ði; jÞ in the subband s and w is local neighborhood which is used to calculate the local variance.
Step 6: Perform the tetrolet reconstruction, to get the final denoised CT image.
Experimental results and discussion
The experimental evaluation is performed on noisy CT images with size 512x512. The CT scanned test images shown in Fig. 3 (a-f) are obtained from public access database (https://eddie. via.cornell.edu/cgibin/datac/logon.cgi). The proposed image denoising scheme is applied to all test images corrupted by additive Gaussian white noise at four different noise levels ðrÞ: 10, 20, 30, and 40. Fig. 3(a-f) is considered as CT image 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively. Fig. 4 (a-f) shows noisy test image data set with ðrÞ ¼ 20. 
Experimental evaluation
With the motivation that in most of the cases, denoising is dependent on the neighborhood pixels or coefficients, our scheme is designed where high frequency tetrolet coefficients are thresholded by changing neighborhood coefficients using circular shifting and multiple thresholded high frequency subbands are obtained as discussed in proposed methodology To achieve maximum edge preserving and effective noise reduction, patch wise variance based weighted average is performed on multiple thresholded high frequency subbands where the patch size is used as 3 Â 3. Using inverse tetrolet decomposition, final denoised image is obtained.
Performance evaluation
The performance of CT image denoising schemes can be measured using MSE, PSNR and Image Quality Index (IQI).
For input image (X) and denoised image (R), the IQI can be defined as:
where, Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is an important factor to evaluate denoising performance. The higher PSNR values represent more similarity between the denoised and original images. For input image (X) and denoised image (R), the PSNR is expressed as:
where, Mean Square Error (MSE) is defined as
½Xði; jÞ À Rði; jÞ 
Comparisons
To validate the superiority of the proposed scheme, its performance is compared in terms of visual quality, MSE, PSNR and Image Quality Index (IQI) of the denoised images using some standard existing methods. For strong comparison, both wavelet and non-wavelet based existing standard methods are used. The existing methods used for comparison are LLSURE (Qiu et al., 2013) , Bilateral filtering (Durand and Dorsey, 2002) , Total variation (Goldstein and Osher, 2009) , SURELET (Thierry and Florian, 2007) , wavelet based Bayes thresholding using Daubechies 8 (DB8) (Chang et al., 2000) and medical image denoising based on soft thresholding using biorthogonal 1.3 (bior 1.3) multiscale wavelet transform (Prakash and Khare, 2014) . Figs. 5-11 are showing the results of LLSURE (Qiu et al., 2013) , Bilateral filtering (Durand and Dorsey, 2002) , Total variation (Goldstein and Osher, 2009) , SURELET (Thierry and Florian, 2007) , wavelet based Bayes thresholding (Chang et al., 2000) , medical image denoising based on soft thresholding using biorthogonal multiscale wavelet transform (Prakash and Khare, 2014) and proposed scheme respectively. The image quality is measured by visual inspection as there is no generally accepted objective way to judge the image quality of a denoised image. There are two criteria widely used in the literature are: (1) visibility of the artifacts and (2) preservation of edge details. The performance of LLSURE method as shown in Fig. 5 , is not satisfactory, specially in homogenous regions and near the edges. The method of Bilateral filtering as shown in Fig. 6 , provides smoother edge preserved results in homogenous regions. For higher noise level, edge preservation of small detail parts are not satisfactory for clinical purpose. The results of Total Variation (TV) denoising as shown in Fig. 6 , give edge preserved smooth denoised images but texture is not as good as for clinical purpose. The results of SURELET, wavelet based denoising using Bayes thresholding and Biorthogonal wavelet thresholding as shown in Figs. 8-10 respectively are providing smoother edge preserved results in homogenous regions. As the noise level increases, Bayes and Biorthogonal wavelet thresholding methods failed to provide the smooth data over the homogenous regions. SURELET also failed to provide satisfactory results on the edges over the higher noise level. The proposed scheme performs several intermediate results using variation and averaging on high frequency coefficients to get final denoised image. The proposed denoising method employs a locally adaptive thresholding where all tetrolet coefficients of each high-frequency subbands are thresholded using the coefficients in their local neighborhoods. It is observed that the results of proposed scheme provide better outcomes for effectively noise reduction and edge preservation of the CT images. Fig. 12 shows the difference between the original and noisy images. Figs. 13-19 show the results as the difference between the original images and the filtered ones for each method where visually it can be observed that proposed scheme gives better outcomes in most of the cases. Table 2 shows MSE, PSNR (in dB) and IQI values of the denoised images relative to their original images for proposed and existing methods. The best values among all the methods are represented in bold. The results shown in Table 2 demonstrate that in most of the cases, the proposed method is superior to all other methods.
Conclusions
An alternate post processing approach of iterative method has been proposed to denoise the CT images using locally adaptive thresholding rule in tetrolet domain. Patch wise variance based weighted average gives the strength to get finer details and effective denoising. The proposed method can be implemented very simply and more efficiently than many existing denoising methods. In most of the cases, the MSE, PSNR and IQI values of proposed scheme are better in comparison to existing methods. Apart from MSE, PSNR and IQI, the visual quality of proposed scheme over the CT images is better in terms of clinically relevant details. Experimental results demonstrate that our proposed method: (i) effectively eliminate the noise in CT images, (ii) preserve the edge and geometrical structures, and (iii) retain clinically relevant details.
